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If you are having IBM Lotus Organizer 6.1 problems, read the Troubleshooting. Â· BMC
Software Lotus Notes Client 6.1 or later,. Download IBM Lotus Organizer 6.1. A free

download of the IBM Lotus Organizer.Q: connecting multiple longpipes I have a situation
where I have to get data from multiple longpipes that I can't do by defining a function that

will handle all of the routes and composing them on the fly. I would like to compose a
function that will take a connection object and connect them all up by configuring the

values of the headers. So the idea is to connect all the pipes with the headers:
ConnectionId, Method, and the body. There are a few requirements: I need to preserve

order. So the last pipe will get any messages that may be pending when I call subscribe. I
need to preserve the host value. So I need to preserve the host property in the headers.

This means the pipe that is listening on hostA will not be able to subscribe to the pipe on
hostB. I need the error to be the one from the last pipe. So the error in any pipe will be the
last in the chain. Here is a simple fiddle to demonstrate how it works and this is the code:

var Connection = require('../../connection'); var Http = require('http'); function
Connector(config) { config = config || {}; var host = config.host || config.connectorHost ||

'localhost'; var port = config.port || config.connectorPort || '9000'; this.headers =
config.headers || {}; this.host = host; this.port = port; this.self = true; this.pool = null;

this.headers['Connection'] = 'Keep-Alive'; } Connector.prototype.connect =
function(config) { var self = this; return new Http(function(req, res, next) { var headers =

self.headers; var host = self.host; var port = self.
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